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Last time, we talked about…

 Translation analysis 

 Molina and Hurtado Albir

 Method, strategies and techniques

 Tropes and schemes



Homework

 Discursively describe this 

advertisement.

 Translate it.

 Comment on your translation 

choices. Please, refer to the 

translation techniques we 

discussed together.





Description

 This advertisement promotes the Nike ACG Superlight Jacket. 

Therefore, it is a commercial and product advertisement. We 

cannot include this advertisement in just one category. It is a 

soft-sell advertisement because it aims to create good 

feelings about the product, and an informational

advertisement too because it gives information about the 

jacket. 

 The primary attention-seeking device is the text, and the 

headline in particular, since the word “Heavy” is written in big 

capital letters that are full of feathers. The word is a visual 

oxymoron since it puts together the meaning of “heavy” and 

the feathers, which are notoriously known to be light.



Description

 The grey background of the edges of the page is blurring 
toward the centre of the advertisement until it becomes 
white to emphasise the images and the bodycopy. Speaking 
of the written text, we should say that the advertisement is 
composed of just a headline and a bodycopy, where the 
text has a narrative style, and the reader feels like reading an 
anecdote. As far as the graphic is concerned,  the 
advertisement shows the packshot that is represented by the 
jacket as if it is wore by a runner and it is right under the 
headline on the left. Also, the logo of the company is right 
under the bodycopy as if it represents the signature under 
the text. At the top of the page, there is the name of the 
product contained in a triangle. 



Translation

 PESANTE COME UNA PIUMA

 Una volta un saggio disse che la montagna ti porta in alto 

tanto quanto i tuoi tessi piedi. Questo potrebbe anche essere 

vero, ma qualcosa ci dice che i saggi sono abbastanza furbi 

da avere qualcuno che si faccia carico delle loro cose. 

Invece per noi, gente comune, è importante ogni grammo. 

Perciò abbiamo creato una giacca tanto leggera da farti 

dimenticare di averla addosso. “Dov’è la mia giacca?” La 

porti addosso. “Ah!”. Ecco cosa intendiamo. Ci sono voluti 20 

anni per creare la nuova Giacca Nike ACG Superlight e, 

come sempre, questo è solo l’inizio.



Attention-seeking devices

 Images



Attention-seeking devices

 Written text

(Goddard, 2002)



Attention-seeking devices

 Layout

(Goddard, 2002)



Communication 

Roman Jakobson

ELEMENTS

 Sender

 Receiver

 Context

 Message

 Channel 

 Code

FUNCTIONS

 Emotive

 Conative/persuasive

 Referential

 Phatic

 Metalingual

 Poetic



Communication 

Roman Jakobson

MEANING

Establishing the emotions, feelings and opinion of the 
sender

Persuading the receiver

Giving information about the referent

Establishing, prolonging or discontinuing 
communication

Establishing mutual agreement on the code

Focusing on the message and its structure

FUNCTIONS

 Emotive

 Conative/persuasive

 Referential

 Phatic

 Metalingual

 Poetic



Functions and rhetoric

Give it a try!

Every ounce counts.

2 main functions

 Conative/persuasive

 Poetic



Rhetoric

 “L’arte del parlare e dello scrivere in modo ornato e 

efficace” (Enciclopedia Treccani)

 Aristotle (studies on rhetoric)

 Rhetoric is important in advertising because it is used 

to achieve the purpose of persuasion



Aristotle’s modes of persuasion

 Three strategies

ethos

pathos                 logos

 Most advertising use a combination of at least two of 
them (J. Tyrrell, ed.ted.com)



Aristotle’s modes of persuasion

 Ethos: creation of credibility and trust

1. Brand association

2. Expert testimonial

3. Celebrity endorsement



Brand association



Expert testimonials



Celebrity endorsement



Aristotle’s modes of persuasion

 Pathos: emotional response

1. Positive

2. Negative



Aristotle’s modes of persuasion

 Logos: appeal to logic and reasoning

 Straightforward reasoning, details and function of the 

products



Aristotle’s modes of persuasion

 Logos: appeal to logic and reasoning

 Straightforward reasoning, details and function of the 

products



Speaking of Aristotle…

 Syllogism: a logical reasoning in which you arrive at 

a conclusion after the analysis of two premises or 

ideas

e.g. All mammals are animals.

Elephants are mammals.

Therefore, elephants are animals.



Syllogism

 Capelli così 
sani che 
splendono.

1. I capelli che 
splendono 
sono sani.

2. I miei capelli 
splendono.

=   I miei capelli 
sono sani.



Today, we talked about…

 Attention-seeking device(s)

 Rhetoric and Aristotle’s mode of persuasion (ethos, 

pathos and logos) and syllogism in advertising


